
M a d e  i n  E v e r y w h e r e .



What is Nakedbutsafe magazine?

Nakedbutsafe is a print only biannual review of art , fashion, culture and ideas, and 
this season marks our 11th season as a successful presence in the best of international 
newsstands. 

What is Nakedbutsafe like?

Exposed, yet strong. Elitist , yet egalitarian. Empowered, yet gentle. Very visual yet also 
very eloquent. Nakedbutsafe is a thinking person’s fashion and lifestyle magazine. It’s an 
exotic mix, equal parts academic and party animal. 
Thus, Nakedbutsafe is proudly a magazine about contemporary contradictions. 
It’s a magazine about a civilization in search of alibis, because Nakedbutsafe magazine 
believes that beauty and culture cannot exist without a conscience. 
Nakedbutsafe believes that intelligence is the new sexy and responsible ethics are the 
new social imperatives. 

Nakedbutsafe is about questioning, searching, doubt and discovery. 

Celebrating 11 seasons of Nakedbutsafe magazine. 





Who is Nakedbutsafe?

Nakedbutsafe is made with love by an international cast of collaborators, who contribute 
from every corner of the globe so that each issue is a fascinating snapshot with divergent 
points of view. The core team consists of Creative Director Stratis Kas & Fashion Director 
Manos Samartzis. 

What is the Nakedbutsafe reading experience like?

The editorial structure of Nakedbutsafe magazine is simple yet effective. 

The first section of the magazine, features in-depth interviews with luminaries from 
various fields of creativity, from art to science to nightclubbing with music historians. 
There are no articles, no opinion pieces, no small-talk – only meetings with genius. 

The interviewees are chosen with a transdisciplinary approach, paying particular attention 
to their engagement with contemporary reality and issues that concern the enlightened 
citizen of our globalized times. Major personalities from the worlds of art and letters 
share space with upcoming stars on an equal basis: the plateau of creativity, imagination, 
innovation.

If the front end of Nakedbutsafe magazine is an invitation to a most interesting intellectual 
salon, then the second section summons the reader for a wild night of dancing with “the 
beautiful people”. 



Fashion.

Fashion Director Manos Samartzis, who is already a renowned figure amongst style 
cognoscenti, approaches the subject of contemporary fashion with a most avant-garde 
and daring attitude, along with his international team of collaborators, including Alice 
Gentilucci, Emilio Tini, Ina Jang, Paolo Turina, Rankin.

Bright, bold and decisively directional, the Nakedbutsafe fashion editorials are shot 
starring only the best models, and feature a carefully curated selection of impressive 
pieces from the most important fashion houses. Again, the scope is adventurous and 
inclusive: established names are featured next to the work of brand new designers who 
create on the edge of radical creativity. 





Nakedbutsafe introduces the concept of high-brow intellectual rigor to the charming 
world of ephemeral aesthetics. It’s a magazine that firmly believes beauty is a form of 
genius – and vice-versa.  Nakedbutsafe does not see the reason why sensual seduction 
should be a tautology of intellectual superficiality – and introduces a new perspective, 
where Balenciaga can be the subject of a Sorbonne dissertation about aeronautic 
design. 

How does Nakedbutsafe differ from other fashion and art magazines?



10 seasons. 10 covers. 10 collectors items.



How is Nakedbutsafe a responsible magazine?

Except from taking care our content adheres to the strictest humanitarian ideological 
criteria, and not tolerating any form of discriminatory or otherwise insensitive content, 
Nakedbutsafe is printed on 100% sustainable paper of the highest quality, and it’s printed 
by a 100% Co2 emission free process. For this reason, Nakedbutsafe magazine has 
received a high recommendation at the 2011 Essential Print Awards. 

Where can one find Nakedbutsafe?

Nakedbutsafe is distributed internationally at the best bookstores and magazine stands. 
One can find it displayed prominently at prestige locations such as The Tate Modern, 
Palais de Tokyo, Museum of Modern Art New York, 10 Corso Como, K Presse and many 
others.  





Advertorial in Nakedbutsafe?

An advertorial in NAKEDBUTSAFE is a way to put a new and/or different light on  one 
of a company’s areas. Having “in house” one of the world’s strongest creative teams, 
photographer Stratis Kas and fashion stylist and Art Director Manos Samartzis, tailor a 
photo series in NAKEDBUTSAFE for the brand.

The images can afterwards be released also as traditional ad material to the client for 
press and/or web use.

Readership.

Readers of nakedbutsafe are influent  women and men with a taste for luxury and a buying 
power vast enough to allow them to purchase exclusive items featured in the magazine. 
This makes nakedbutsafe the ideal conduit for the luxury brands advertised with us.

Circulation and distribution.

Circulation 20.000
Readership figures 70.000

Nakedbutsafe is published in english and distributed in 20 countries, including the u.S, 
great britain, france, italy, germany, spain and japan. The magazine is distributed in 
newsagents, department stores, fashion and lifestyle shops, , online via nakedbutsafe.
Com and subscribtions.

Insertions/alternative advertising.

Nakedbutsafe embraces alternative promotion. We are happy to create innovative and 
clever advertising solutions tailored to the wishes of the client . For more information 
and with regards to insertions, postcards, lacquering and similar options, please contact 
nakedbutsafe.

Collaborations.

A wide range of options are available for collaborations with nakedbutsafe, be it 
advertising, advertorials, events, editorials, supplements, exhibitions, magazine themes 
etc. Please contact nakedbutsafe for further information about a possible collaboration.



International distribution by:
Pineapple media
http//: pineapple-media.com

NAKEDBUTSAFE MAGAZINE 
GB BIG EVENTS LTD

Format & other tech.

Please send all advertising material as high resolution pdfs. 

Cover 235x300mm + 5mm bleed
First spread 475mmx300mm + 5mm bleed single page 235x300mm + 5mm bleed Spread 
470mmx300mm + 5mm bleed
File format Xpress, InDesign or PDF Together with a chromalin proof
Images must be supplied as a composite CYMK, with total color ink density not to Exceed 
over 320%
All fonts must be embedded
Fonts, images (300 dpi 1:1)

The file creator should provide all trapping requirments.
The printer will not apply trapping.

Supply color matchprint that represents final file at 100%.
Proof must have crop marks indicating trim. 
Nakedbutsafe cannot guarantee color if re- quired proof is not supplied. 
Please send your printing materials to:
stratis@nakedbutsafe.com

Prices, print version.

Prices, web version.

Annual agreements & special placements.

Nakedbutsafe offers price reduction on annual agreements and acommidates special 
requirments regarding advertisment.

Issue 11, publishing date, sep  2016
Booking deadline, July 1st 2016 , delivery deadline  July 15 2016

For further information, please contact: 
stratis@nakedbutsafe.com

Ad Rates
Full page generic
Full page special positions 
Content Pages
Spread
1st spread
2nd spread
Backcover
Cover Gatefold

€5000 
€7000 
€8000 
€10000 
€12000 
€11000 
N/A
N/A

Web banner:
Top format: 930 x 180 px €1000 (3 Months)




